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Abstract

Biomolecular recruitment by phase separated condensates has emerged as a key organising principle of biological processes.
One such process is the RNA silencing pathway, which regulates gene expression and genomic defense against foreign
nucleic acids. In C. elegans, this pathway involves siRNA amplification at perinuclear germ granules named Mutator foci.
The formation of Mutator foci depends on the phase separation of MUT-16, acting as a scaffolding protein to recruit other
components of the Mutator complex. Earlier studies have indicated a crucial role for an exoribonuclease, MUT-7, in RNA
silencing. The recruitment of MUT-7 to Mutator foci is facilitated by a bridging protein, MUT-8. However, how MUT-8
binds to MUT-16 remains elusive. We resolved the molecular drivers of MUT-16 phase separation and the recruitment of
MUT-8 using multi-scale molecular dynamics simulations and in vitro experiments. Residue-level coarse-grained simulations
predicted the relative phase separation propensities of MUT-16 disordered regions, which we validated by experiments.
Coarse-grained simulations at residue-level and near atomic-resolution also indicated the essential role of aromatic amino
acids (Tyr and Phe) in MUT-16 phase separation. Furthermore, coarse-grained and atomistic simulations of MUT-8
N-terminal prion-like domain with phase separated MUT-16 condensate revealed the importance of cation-π interaction
between Tyr residues of MUT-8 and Arg/Lys residues of MUT-16. By re-introducing atomistic detail to condensates from
coarse-grained and 350 µs all-atom simulations in explicit solvent on Folding@Home, we demonstrate Arg-Tyr interaction
surpasses the strength of Lys-Tyr interactions in the recruitment of MUT-8. The atomistic simulations show that the
planar guanidinium group of Arg also engages in sp2-π interaction, and hydrogen bonds with the Tyr residues and these
additional favorable contacts are missing in the Lys-Tyr interactions. In agreement with simulations, the mutation of seven
Arg residues in MUT-16 to Lys and Ala weakens MUT-8 binding in vitro.

Introduction 1

The formation of phase separated condensates is a key mechanism for regulating cellular processes in time and space [1]. 2

The formation of such condensates is frequently underpinned by intrinsically disordered regions (IDRs) in multi-domain 3

proteins and intrinsically disordered proteins (IDPs). The intrinsic property of IDRs and IDPs is the abundance of 4

possible conformations and the scarcity of secondary structure. These properties allow IDRs and IDPs to form distributed, 5

multivalent, and transient interactions [1]. Further, it enables IDRs and IDPs to undergo phase separation in which 6

they coalesce to form biomolecular condensates [1, 2]. An unresolved question in the field of biomolecular condensates 7

is how specific regulation is achieved. The key to understanding specific regulation by phase separated condensates is 8

to elucidate how disordered proteins in phase separated condensates recognize their binding partners. Previous studies 9

have suggested that protein phase separation is facilitated by electrostatic, hydrophobic, sp2-π, and cation-π interactions 10

between amino acids [3–9]. The sp2-π interactions (also called π-π interactions) are facilitated by induced quadrupolar 11

electrostatic attraction between the π orbitals of sp2 hybridized atoms. These interactions are notably prevalent in the 12

aromatic, amide, carboxyl, and guanidinium groups of amino acid side chains [6, 10]. Like sp2-π, cation-π interactions are 13

also electrostatic in nature. However, they are formed between a positively charged cation of amino or guanidinium groups 14

and π systems of aromatic groups within amino acid side chains [11–14]. The interaction network facilitating the phase 15

separation may also be at play in recruiting additional molecules to condensates. Important progress has been made in 16
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understanding interaction patterns and molecular grammar of phase separation [15], but an understanding of the molecular 17

scale of how such interactions underpin molecular recognition remains elusive [16]. 18

Molecular recognition by disordered domains of proteins is critical for RNA silencing, also recognized as RNA interference 19

(RNAi), in the model organism C. elegans. RNA silencing is an evolutionarily conserved pathway ubiquitous in most 20

eukaryotes and regulates gene expression. It is a primeval defense mechanism to protect the genome against viruses and 21

transposons. RNA silencing also plays an essential role in the production of gametes, segregation of chromosomes, and 22

development [17, 18]. The principal mechanism of this pathway is the interaction of small (∼18-30 nt) RNA with the 23

proteins of the Argonaute family which enables the regulation of complementary mRNAs at the levels of transcription, 24

translation, and stability [18,19]. There are three types of small RNAs: microRNAs (miRNAs), piwi-interacting RNAs 25

(piRNAs), and short interfering RNA (siRNA) that are synthesized through a variety of mechanisms. One key mechanism 26

of siRNA synthesis is the cleavage of endogenous or exogenous double-stranded RNAs (dsRNAs) by RNase III-like enzyme 27

Dicer [20,21]. The siRNAs produced through this mechanism are called primary siRNAs. 28

In C. elegans, RNA silencing involves a siRNA amplification step. This amplification produces secondary siRNAs 29

complementary to the target mRNAs, and is facilitated by RNA-dependent RNA polymerases (RdRp) [22–25]. In C. 30

elegans germ cells siRNA amplification guided by RdRp is choreographed in perinuclear membrane-less organelles called 31

Mutator foci [26]. Mutator foci are juxtaposed to P granules that accommodate the proteins responsible for RNA silencing 32

and mRNA degradation (Fig. 1A) [26]. Biogenesis of Mutator foci is underpinned by phase separation of a protein named 33

MUT-16 [26,27]. 34

MUT-16 contains a substantial intrinsically disordered region (IDR) and functions as a scaffolding protein. The 35

C-terminal segment of MUT-16 (773-1054aa) is required for MUT-16 clustering in vivo, which has been suggested to 36

be driven by MUT-16 phase separation. MUT-16 initiates the nucleation of Mutator foci and recruits other proteins 37

essential for RNA amplification including RNA-dependent RNA polymerase RRF-1, the nucleotidyltransferase MUT-2, the 38

DEAD-box RNA helicase MUT-14, the 3’-5’ exoribonuclease MUT-7 and MUT-8 (also known as RDE-2)(Fig. 1B) [26, 28]. 39

MUT-16 requires MUT-8 as a linker to recruit MUT-7 (Fig. 1B) [27]. Further, it was shown that MUT-16 contains a 40

MUT-8 binding region (RBR, 633-772aa) and that the N-terminus of MUT-8 may interact with MUT-16 [27,29]. Finally, 41

the C-terminal domain of MUT-8 was shown to interact with the C-terminal domain of MUT-7 [29,30]. Interestingly, a 42

prion-like domain is present in the MUT-8 N-terminus (Fig. S1B). Prion-like domains (PLDs) are often associated with 43

protein phase separation and the MUT-8 PLD could potentially facilitate its co-condensation with MUT-16, but how the 44

MUT-16 RBR and MUT-8 N-terminal PLD interact with each other remains elusive. 45

Molecular dynamics can serve as a ”computational microscope” to resolve drivers of phase behavior and molecular 46

recognition by phase separated condensates at the molecular scale [31–33]. Atomistic molecular dynamics [34] can resolve 47

interactions of individual amino acids in phase separated condensates of proteins [33,35] albeit at large computational cost. 48

In these simulations the dynamics of each atom in the system is tracked and interactions with water and ions are considered 49

explicitly. In order to simulate the phase separation, it is necessary to simplify the protein representations, allowing the 50

simulations to capture pertinent time and length scales [31,36]. One method of simplifying protein representations involves 51

grouping atoms into distinct representative beads, a process known as coarse graining. The Martini3 model [37] is a 52

chemically-detailed coarse-grained model where near-atomic resolution and an explicit representation of the water and 53

ions are retained. The Martini3 model holds promise for simulations of protein including disordered regions which are 54

important drivers for phase separation, but has not been validated in detail. Further, conducting coarse grained simulations 55

using CALVADOS2 model [38], with one bead representing each amino acid, facilitates the exploration of protein phase 56

separation behaviors [39], enabling simulations at the proteomic scale. [40]. 57

In this study, we elcudidate how MUT-16 phase separates and recruits MUT-8 through a comprehensive multi-scale 58

simulation approach (Fig. 1C), complemented by in vitro experiments that report on phase behavior and molecular 59

recognition. We systematically elevate the resolution of our simulation models, progressively transitioning from amino 60

acid bead-string representations to more intricate coarse-grained models that approach near-atomic resolution, eventually 61

culminating in fully atomistic molecular dynamics simulations. Our coarse-grained simulations, employing residue-level 62

coarse graining and near-atomistic models, underscore the significance of aromatic interactions in stabilizing MUT-16 63

condensates. Furthermore, by initiating numerous brief atomistic trajectories of MUT-16 condensates in complex with 64

MUT-8 fragments using Folding@home, [41] we illustrate that Arg-Tyr interactions, as opposed to Lys-Tyr interactions, 65

play a pivotal role in facilitating the recruitment of MUT-8 N-terminal PLD to MUT-16 condensate. 66

Materials and methods 67

We performed molecular dynamics simulations in three different resolutions: the residue-level coarse-grained model 68

(CALVADOS2), the near-atomic coarse-grained model (Martini3), and the atomistic model. The combination of the three 69

models allows us to establish a linear connection between the dynamics and the atomistic interaction profile of phase 70

separation and biomolecular recognition. Further, we performed in vitro experiments to further investigate and validate 71

the MUT-16 phase separation and the recruitment of the MUT-8 N-terminal domain. 72
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Fig 1. A. RNA silencing mechanism in C. elegans which constitutes RNA amplification in Mutator foci. B. MUT-16
scaffolding protein (grey) recruits other proteins (yellow) associated with the Mutator foci, including MUT-8 (red) which
further recruits MUT-7 (green). The MUT-8 binding region (RBR, pink) and Foci forming region (FFR, yellow) are
illustrated based on their position on MUT-16 protein. The intrinsically disordered N-terminal domain of MUT-8 (red) is
shown to be recruited by MUT-16 RBR. MUT-8 C-terminal domain further recruits MUT-7 (green) C-terminal domain.
Chains of MUT-16 FFR protein (blue) are shown to form phase separated condensate. C. Multi-scale simulation strategy
to identify essential drivers of phase behavior and molecular recognition of condensates combining: Atomistic molecular
dynamics simulations with explicit solvent, near-atomic coarse-grained (Martini3) simulation with explicit solvent,
residue-level coarse-grained (CALVADOS2) simulations with implicit solvent.
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Residue-level coarse-grained simulations 73

Residue-level coarse-grained simulations were executed using the CALVADOS2 model with GPUs using the HOOMD-blue 74

software package (v. 2.9.6) [42] extended with azplugins (v. 0.10.2). The CALVADOS2 model is an improvement of 75

the previously established HPS model [31], proposed by Tesei et al. [38,40]. Within the framework of the CALVADOS2 76

model, each amino acid is treated as a single bead suspended in an implicit solvent environment. This model enables the 77

investigation of sequence-specific interactions among biomolecules and effectively circumvents the temporal limitations 78

associated with higher-resolution models. The potential energy function employed for the simulations encompasses both 79

bonded and non-bonded components, incorporating electrostatic and short-range pairwise interactions. The bonded 80

interactions are described by a harmonic potential, 81

Ubonded(r) =
k

2
(r − l)2 (1)

where the spring constant k = 8368 kJ mol−1nm−2 and equilibrium bond length l = 0.38 nm. The non-bonded interaction 82

between the monomer beads is described by Ashbaugh-Hatch potential [43], 83

UAH(r) =

{
ULJ + ε(1 − λ), r ≤ 21/6σ,

λULJ, else,
(2)

where ε = 0.8368 kJ mol−1 and ULJ is the Lennard-Jones potential: 84

ULJ(r) =

{
4ε
[(
σ
r

)12 − (σr )6] , r ≤ rLJc ,

0, else,
(3)

where rLJc = 2.0 nm [40].σ and λ are determined by computing the arithmetic average of amino acid specific parameters 85

denoting size and hydrophobicity, respectively. The residue specific λ were previously optimized by Tesei et. al., with a 86

Bayesian method which makes use of a comprehensive experimental data set [38, 40]. The non-bonded interaction also 87

includes an electrostatic component modeled via Debye-Hückel potential: 88

UDH(r) =
qiqj
4πεr

exp(−r/λD) (4)

where qi and qj are charges. The Debye screening length (λD) and the dielectric constant (ε) are set to 1 nm and 80, 89

respectively to reproduce the physiological conditions. The electrostatic potential is truncated at rc = 4.0 nm. 90

The simulations were performed with 100 protein chains in the slab geometry of size 20 × 20 × 280nm under periodic 91

boundary conditions (See table S1). The simulations were initialized by placing the protein chains randomly in the slab. 92

The slab geometry allows the equilibration of semi-infinite condensate in two dimensions (along the x and y-axis) and 93

provides a phase separation interface along the z-axis. The temperature was regulated by the Langevin thermostat. Further, 94

the equations of motions were integrated by the velocity Verlet algorithm with a timestep (∆t) of 10 fs. The simulations 95

were performed for 10µs. 96

MUT-16 constructs purification 97

Three different MUT-16 constructs were purified to test their condensate-formation properties in vitro: MUT-16 633-772 98

(RBR), MUT-16 773-944 (FFR), MUT-16 633-944 (RBR+FFR). The gene fragments coding for MUT-16 (O62011) were 99

cloned into modified pET vectors using ligation-independent cloning. MUT-16 constructs were produced as fusion proteins 100

with an N-terminal MBP-tag and a C-terminal 10xHis-tag in the E. coli BL21(DE3) derivatives strain in Terrific Broth 101

(TB) medium. Protein production was induced at 18°C by adding 0.2 mM IPTG for 12-16 hours. Cell pellets expressing 102

the MUT-16 constructs were resuspended in Lysis buffer (20 mM Tris/HCl, 50 mM NaPO4, 500 mM NaCl, 10% (v/v) 103

glycerol, 5 mM 2-mercaptoethanol, pH 7.5) and lysed by sonication. Insoluble material was removed by centrifugation. 104

MUT-16 constructs were purified by immobilized metal affinity chromatography using Ni2+-chelating beads (HisTrap FF; 105

GE Healthcare) and eluted with 20 mM Tris/HCl pH 7.5, 150 mM NaCl, 500 mM imidazole, 10% (v/v) glycerol, 5 mM 106

2-mercaptoethanol. MUT-16 was dialyzed against 20 mM Tris/HCl pH 7.5, 150 mM NaCl, 10% (v/v) glycerol, and 5 mM 107

2-mercaptoethanol. MUT-16 was subsequently purified using anion exchange chromatography (HiTrap Q, GE Healthcare) 108

and size-exclusion chromatography using an S200 increase 16/600 column (GE Healthcare) in a buffer containing 20 mM 109

Tris/HCl pH 7.5, 150 mM NaCl, 10% (v/v) glycerol, 2 mM DTT. All steps were performed on ice or at 4°C. Proteins were 110

stored at -70°C. 111
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In vitro phase separation assays 112

Purified MUT-16 constructs, MUT-16 633-772 aa (RBR), MUT-16 773-944 aa (FFR), and MUT-16 633-944 aa (RBR+FFR), 113

were diluted to a final concentration of 50 µM in the storage buffer, 20 mM Tris/HCl (pH 7.5), 150 mM NaCl, 10% (v/v) 114

glycerol, and 2 mM DTT. For droplet formation, a 1:1 serial dilution was performed in 8-strip PCR tubes (Multiply-µstrip 115

Pro 8-strip, Sarstedt, REF 72.991.002). For each construct, the reaction was done in two parallel serial dilutions. The 116

first one, without the addition of 3C protease, was used as a control. The second serial dilution included the addition of 117

3C protease (1 mg/mL; in-house produced) at a 1:100 (w/w) ratio of 3C protease to the MUT-16 fragment. 3C protease 118

cleaved off the N-terminal MBP tag from the constructs, and it was used to induce droplet formation. After incubating the 119

reaction for 60 minutes at room temperature to allow cleaving, the reaction mixture was added to a slide that had been 120

previously attached with 1 cm x 1 cm frames (Thermo Scientific, AB-0576) and then covered with a cover slip 20x20 mm 121

(Roth Karlsruhe). Finally, the slides were imaged using Thunder (Leica), an inverted widefield microscope in bright field 122

mode, with a 100x/1.44 oil lens and a 310 ms exposure time. Images were analyzed, and the contrast was adjusted using 123

Fiji/ImageJ (2.14.0/1.54f). 124

Co-expression pulldown assays 125

The gene fragments coding for MUT-8 (Q19672) 1-235 and MUT-16 (O62011) 584-724 were cloned into modified pET 126

vectors using ligation-independent cloning. The MUT-16 (584-724) gene fragments carrying mutations of seven Arginine 127

residues (Arg 642, Arg 657, Arg 658, Arg 682, Arg 689, Arg 698, Arg 699) into either Alanines or Lysines were ordered from 128

Integrated DNA Technologies (IDT). MUT-16 (584-724) constructs were produced as fusion proteins with an N-terminal 129

GST-tag, while MUT-8 (1-235) was produced as fusion proteins with an N-terminal MBP-tag. Vectors carry different 130

antibiotic resistance markers to allow co-expression of MUT-8 and MUT-16 in E. coli. Plasmids containing the genes coding 131

for MUT-16 (584-724) and MUT-8 (1-235) were co-transformed into BL21(DE3) derivative strains to allow co-expression. 132

Cells were grown in 50 mL TB medium shaking at 37°C, and protein production was induced at 18°C by adding 0.2 mM 133

IPTG for 12-16 hours. Cell pellets were resuspended in 4 mL of Lysis buffer (50 mM NaH2PO4, 20 mM Tris/HCl, 250 134

mM NaCl, 10 mM Imidazole, 10% (v/v) glycerol, 0.05% (v/v) IGEPAL, 5 mM 2-mercaptoethanol pH 7.5). Cells were 135

lysed by sonication, and insoluble material was removed by centrifugation at 21,000xg for 10 minutes at 4°C. 500 µL of the 136

supernatant was applied to 35 µL amylose resin (New England Biolabs) or glutathione resin (Cytiva) and incubated for 1-2 137

hours at 4°C. Subsequently, the resin was washed three times with 500 µL of Lysis buffer. The proteins were eluted in 50 138

µL of Lysis buffer supplemented with 10 mM maltose (amylose resin) or 20 mM of reduced glutathione (glutathione resin), 139

respectively. Input and eluate fractions were analyzed by SDS–PAGE and Coomassie staining. 140

Phase diagram 141

The residue-level coarse-grained (CALVADOS2) [38] simulations were performed at different temperatures (260 K, 265 K, 142

270 K, 275 K, 280 K, 285 K, 290 K, 291 K, 292 K, 293 K, 295 K, 300 K) for 10 µs each. To determine the densities of dense 143

and dilute phases we followed the approach by Tesei et al [38]: (1) we positioned the dense phase at the center of the slab. 144

(2) Clustered the proteins based on the distance between the center-of-mass (COM) of the proteins. The protein chains 145

within 5 nm of COM were considered to be in one cluster. (3) Post clustering, the protein concentration of dilute (ρl) and 146

dense (ρh) phase are calculated along the z-axis. The critical temperature Tc was obtained by fitting the densities obtained 147

from the simulation to: 148

∆ρ = B(1 − T/Tc)
β (5)

where ∆ρ = ρh − ρl, B is critical amplitude and β = 0.325 is critical exponent. Further we obtained the critical density 149

ρc by fitting the simulations data to: 150

(ρh + ρl)/2 = ρc + C(Tc − T ) (6)

where C is a positive fitting parameter. 151

Near-atomic coarse-grained simulations with explicit solvent with the Martini3 model 152

The near-atomic coarse-grained (Martini3) simulations were executed using GROMACS [44], employing either the latest 153

version of the Martini force field (Martini3) [37,45], or an improved variant of Martini3 featuring rescaled protein-water 154

interactions [46]. In the Martini3 force-field framework, multiple atoms are grouped together into a single particle, often 155

representing four to five heavy atoms with a single coarse-grain bead. Water and ions are represented explicitly. The initial 156

structure of the protein IDR chains was obtained by truncating the desired region from the AlphaFold [47] structures of 157

MUT-16 (AF-O62011-F1) and MUT-8 (AF-Q58AA4-F1). The protein chains were coarse-grained using the martinize2 158

python script. The coarse-grained protein chains were inserted in a cubical box or a slab geometry and further solvated 159
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with the Insane.py Python script. Furthermore, 0.15 M salt(NaCl) was added to the system on top of balancing the charge 160

in the system. The simulation box was subjected to minimization using the steepest descent algorithm. Simulations were 161

performed with periodic boundary conditions. Firstly, the water and salt were equilibrated in the NVT ensemble by 162

applying the position restraint on the protein. Secondly, the system was further equilibrated by removing the position 163

restraint on the protein in the NVT ensemble. Thirdly, the system was subjected to equilibration in an NPT ensemble 164

for 700000 steps with a 20 fs time-step. Finally, production simulations were performed in the NPT ensemble. The 165

final temperature was maintained at 300 K using the Bussi-Donadio-Parrinello velocity-rescaling thermostat [48], and the 166

pressure was maintained at 1 bar using Parrinello-Rehman barostat [49]. All the simulations were performed for 20µs with 167

20 fs time step. Last 10µs of the trajectory was used for the analysis. 168

Contact-map analysis 169

Two-dimensional (2-D) contact maps were generated by computing contact probabilities between residues. Initially, 170

distances between all pairs of residues were averaged across the protein chains using MDAnalysis. Subsequently, the 171

distance matrix was transformed into a contact matrix by assigning values of 0 and 1 for elements above or below the 172

defined cutoff, respectively. The pair cutoff was set to 21/6σij [31], 6�A, and 4.5�A for CALVADOS2, Martini3, and 173

atomistic simulations, respectively. The resulting contact matrix was then averaged over the frames within the simulation 174

trajectory to obtain the final contact matrix. For atomistic and Martini3 simulations, the contact analysis was based on the 175

procedure described in https://github.com/dwhswenson/contact_map. One-dimensional contact maps were computed 176

by averaging the values of the final contact matrix along the respective axis. The region-wise contact map was acquired by 177

averaging the values within the specific region of interest from the final contact matrix. On the other hand, the residue-wise 178

contact map was generated by summing the values of each residue pair (e.g., Arg-Tyr, Phe-Met) obtained from the final 179

contact matrix and normalizing them with the corresponding number of residue pairs. 180

Atomistic molecular dynamics simulations 181

The atomistic simulations were performed for the MUT-16/MUT-8 interaction system obtained from the last frame of the 182

Martini3 simulation trajectory. The system was backmapped using backmap.py python script [50]. For computational 183

efficiency, we reduced the slab dimensions from 15 × 15 × 60nm to 15 × 15 × 30nm by selectively removing water molecules 184

from the z-direction. The atomistic simulation system features 884,932 atoms. Simulation was performed using the 185

Amber99sb-star-ildn-q force field [51–54] with TIP4P-D water [55] in GROMACS [44]. The simulation box contained 186

100 MUT-16 RBR and 10 MUT-8 N-terminal chains. After backmapping, the atomistic system was minimized using the 187

steepest-descent algorithm to remove clashes. Further, the system was equilibrated in three steps similar to Martini3 188

simulations. Temperature (300 K) and pressure (1 bar) were maintained using the Bussi-Donadio-Parrinello velocity 189

rescaling thermostat [48] and Parrinello-Rahman barostat [49]. The production run was performed for 1 µs in the NPT 190

ensemble in in-house supercomputer Mogon-II and Further, 100 parallel simulations totaling 350µs in Folding@home [41] 191

were launched from 100 different conformations taken from the 1 µs trajectory. For each conformation 100 simulations with 192

different random velocities were launched. 193

Cation-π and sp2-π interactions 194

The calculation of cation-π interactions between Arg/Lys and Tyr residues were calculated based on the recent literature [35]. 195

The Arg/Lys and Tyr interaction was filtered for the distance and angle cutoff. The distance cutoff guarantees the magnitude 196

of the vector joining the charged nitrogen of Arg/Lys and the center of mass π group in Tyr to be less than 6�A. Furthermore, 197

the angle cutoff ensures that the absolute cosine of the angle between the previously mentioned vector and the normal 198

vector of the π group in Tyr should be greater than 0.8. 199

The quantifications of sp2-π interactions between Arg and Tyr are calculated based on the established methodology 200

reported in the recent literature [6, 35]. Firstly, the distance between the center of mass of the Arg guanidinium group and 201

the Tyr benzene ring is constrained within a cutoff of 8�A. Secondly, the cosine of the angle between the normal vector of 202

the plane defined by the Arg guanidinium group and the Tyr benzene group should be more than 0.8. Finally, both planes 203

defined by the Arg guanidinium and Tyr benzene groups are elevated by 1.5�A, and the distance between the centers of 204

mass of the two new planes is computed. Pairs exhibiting center of mass distances less than 4�A are identified as forming 205

sp2-π interactions. 206
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Fig 2. MUT-16 FFR is sufficient to drive the phase separation. A. Panel above shows the initial (t=0µs) and final
(t=10µs) frame of MUT-16 RBR simulation in a slab geometry. In the panel below, representative bright-field images
show the phase separation assays of the MUT-16 RBR (633–772 aa) construct as a function of protein concentration. The
concentration is indicated at the top of each image. Phase separation was induced by cleaving the MBP N-terminal tag
with the addition of 1:100 (w/w) 3C protease to the MUT-16 fragment. The presence of 3C is represented as +, and its
absence is indicated by – on the left part of the panel B. Simulation and in vitro observations of MUT-16 FFR construct
obtained through the method described in A. C. Simulation and in vitro observations of MUT-16 RBR+FFR construct
obtained through the method described in A. Scale bar correspond to 20µm. 231

232

Results and Discussion 207

Residue-level coarse-grained simulations predict the tendency of MUT-16 IDRs to phase 208

separate in vitro 209

We studied the phase separation of MUT-16 experimentally and through molecular dynamics simulations. The simulations 210

were performed using the residue-level coarse-grained (CALVADOS2) model [38, 40], which captured the phase separation, 211

and temperature dependence and highlighted the factors determining the phase behavior. Previous studies have observed 212

that MUT-16 clusters into foci in in vivo at ambient temperature and nucleates the formation of Mutator foci [26,27]. Uebel 213

et al., [27] observed that the C-terminal region of MUT-16 (773-1050 aa) is essential for its phase separation. Furthermore, 214

an intermediate region spanning amino acid 633 to 772, designated as RBR, is required to recruit the MUT-8 protein but 215

is dispensable for the phase separation of MUT-16. For this study we used the MUT-16 isoform with Uniprot ID: O62011 216

to understand the role of disordered regions. We excluded the region from 945 to 1054 from the C-terminal domain, due to 217

the tendency of this region to adopt a three-dimensional structure (Fig. S1A). Thus, we first simulated a construct ranging 218

from amino acids 773 to 944, designated as FFR. Subsequently, as a methodological control and analytical reference, we 219

included the RBR region to the FFR. Ultimately, the MUT-16 simulation and experimental protocol was focused on 220

the regions RBR (633-772 aa), FFR (773-944 aa) and RBR+FFR (633-944) of MUT-16 (Fig. 2). Simulations indicate 221

that chains of RBR do not phase separate spontaneously (Fig. 2A). However FFR and RBR+FFR chains phase separate 222

(Fig. 2B,C), with dilute phase concentration measured at around 0.28 ± 0.042 mM and 0.15 ± 0.057 mM, respectively. 223

Experimental observation also indicated the lack of phase separation of MUT-16 RBR at all the concentrations up to 224

50µM, in line with the simulations (Fig. 2A). MUT-16 FFR was observed to phase separate in vitro at concentrations 225

12.5 µM and higher. In MUT-16 FFR, the number and size of droplets increase with the concentration (Fig. 2B). Similarly, 226

the MUT-16 RBR+FFR was found to also phase separate at 50 µM, 25µM, and 12.5 µM concentrations but also at lower 227

concentration (6.25 µM). In MUT-16 RBR+FFR, the size of droplets also increases upon increasing the concentration, but 228

unlike MUT-16 FFR, the number of droplets decreases (Fig. 2C). Experimentally, the differences between the FFR and 229

RBR+FFR compared to RBR seem even larger than in simulations, considering that FRR and RBR+FFR phase separate 230

at even lower concentrations than in simulations. 233

Further we performed simulations of MUT-16 RBR+FFR at several temperatures between 260 K to 300 K to study 234

the temperature dependence of phase separation. Based on experimental findings from Uebel et al., [27], we expect that 235

MUT-16 RBR+FFR will cluster together possibly via phase separation at lower temperatures but not at high temperatures. 236

Indeed, at lower temperatures, the MUT-16 RBR+FFR protein chains have the propensity to phase separate and forming 237

a dense protein rich phase surrounded by a dilute phase depleted in proteins (Fig. 3A). As the temperature increases, 238

MUT-16 RBR+FFR chains are progressively observed in the dilute phase (Fig. 3A). This is in qualitative agreement with 239

experiments by Uebel et al., [27] where MUT-16 foci disappeared as the worms were exposed to elevated temperature (∼303 240

K). Upon lowering the ambient temperature (∼294 K), the condensates reappeared. We further established the phase 241

diagram by calculating the concentration of MUT-16 chains in the dense and the dilute phase (Fig. 3B). The phase diagram 242

revealed the critical temperature (Tc) to be ∼296 K. The agreement of simulations with a transferable physics-based 243

model [31,38,39] with in vivo behavior, on the one hand, encourages further analysis of drivers of phase separation and 244

also adds theoretical support to the interpretation of the temperature-dependent loss of MUT-16 foci in C. elegans as 245

upper critical solution temperature (UCST) phases separation [5]. 246

The simulations further reveal the regions and amino acids responsible for driving the phase separation. We calculated 247

the inter-molecular contact probabilities of MUT-16 RBR+FFR residues and observed that the FFR exhibits a stronger 248

propensity to interact (Fig. 3C) compared to the RBR. While residues throughout the sequences engage in interactions in 249

the inter-molecular contact map (Fig. 3C), residues from around 663 to 713 in RBR make relatively few interactions with 250

residues in this region compared to residues in the remainder of the protein. The region-wise contact-map demonstrates a 251

higher FFR:FFR interaction probability followed by FFR:RBR and RBR:RBR (Fig. S2A,B). The simulations indicate 252

an essential role of FFR in driving the phase separation and validate the experimental observations by Uebel et al., [27]. 253

Although the RBR has a lower probability of interaction, it maintains considerable interactions with the FFR. The 1-D 254

contact-map highlights a heightened interaction probability of aromatic residues like Tyr and Phe (Fig. 3D). Notably, 255
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the Tyr residues display the most prominent and abundant peaks, followed by Phe. The aromatic amino acids are 256

relatively plentiful in the FFR (14%) compared to the RBR (5%), possibly enabling the FFR to drive the phase separation. 257

Additionally, the 1-D contact map (Fig. 3D) elevated interaction propensities for positively charged amino acids such as 258

Arg and Lys. The amino acids F695, R698, and R699 are among the residues forming the most vital interactions in the 259

condensate. Lys residues generally show somewhat lower tendency to interact. A stretch of Lys in RBR (671,674, and 678) 260

shows only small spikes in contact probability (3D). Apart from relatively strong Tyr interaction probabilities in FFR, we 261

found significant Tyr peaks within amino 700-772aa (724, 733, 740 and 754) of the MUT-16 RBR. This observation is in line 262

with the observations by Uebel et. al.. The experiments revealed that the foci formation of GFP-tagged MUT-16 construct 263

spanning amino acid 704 to 1050 forms larger condensates compared to a shorter MUT-16 construct spanning amino acid 264

773 to 1050 [27]. We computed the relative frequency of the interaction of amino acid pairs normalized (Fig. S3A) and 265

unnormalized (Fig. S3B). The normalized contact-plot indicates the relative strengths of amino acid interactions. Tyr-Tyr, 266

Tyr-Arg, Tyr-Phe, Phe-Arg, Phe-Phe interactions are very common, suggesting that these residues engage in attractive 267

interactions (Fig. S3A). Tyr and Phe generally form many secondary interactions with Leu, Ile, and Met. Arg-Asp also 268

forms frequent contacts. Looking at the unormalized interactions provides a better view of what interactions are actually 269

driving phase separation as many weak interactions can be equally or more important than a more limited number of 270

relatively strong interactions [56]. The unnormalized plot indicates that Pro-Pro, Glu-Glu, Pro-Glu, Pro-Tyr [57], Glu-Tyr 271

and Asn-Tyr are the most abundant interactions (Fig. S3B). The unnormalized plot reflects the role of the abundance 272

of Pro in MUT-16 RBR+FFR phase separation as these proline based interactions are not prominent in the normalized 273

plot. The relative abundance of interactions involving Glu, in particular Glu-Glu interactions, likely stem from the fact 274

that Glu residues are frequently flanked by positively charged residues in MUT-16 RBR+FFR (See tableS2). While some 275

pairs are more important, it is clear that other residues also interact [56]. Overall, our simulations rationalized why the 276

C-terminal region, including the FFR region with its aromatic residues like Tyr and Phe, plays an essential role in the 277

phase separation of MUT-16. 278

MUT-16 phase separation in explicit solvent coarse-grained Martini3 simulations 279

To better characterize the molecular drivers of MUT-16 phase behavior we sought to employ the near-atomic resolution 280

Martini3 coarse-grained model [37]. Martini3 is a powerful general-purpose coarse-grained model of biomolecules, which 281

has also been used to simulate multi-domain and disordered proteins [45,46,58,59] . Unlike CALVADOS2, Martini3 has not 282

been developed or extensively tested for the phase separation of disordered proteins. Thus, comparing simulations with this 283

model to other simulations and experiments is important. In our simulations, we observed the spontaneous phase separation 284

of the MUT-16 (RBR+FFR) IDR chains (Fig. 4A). The MUT-16 chains forms a droplet within 2 µs of simulations and the 285

droplet sustains until 20 µs (Fig. 4A). Since the Martini3 force-field is known to overestimate protein-protein interactions, 286

we have re-scaled the protein-water interactions [46, 60] by the rescaling factor λ. We reasoned that if the propensity 287

of MUT-16 RBR+FFR phase separation, captured by Martini3 results from favorable interactions in the simulations, 288

then increasing protein-water interactions somewhat should not abrogate condensation. We observed that at lower λ 289

values of 1.01 and 1.03, the MUT-16 RBR+FFR condensates persisted (Fig. S4A,B). At larger λ values of 1.06 and 1.1 290

the condensates dissolved(Fig. S4C,D). The density of the MUT-16 RBR+FFR chains with respect to the distance from 291

the center of the box also indicated the dissolution of condensate upon increasing the λ value ((Fig. S4E). Rescaling the 292

relative strength of protein-water interactions compared to protein-protein interactions can be considered as analogous to 293

increasing the effective temperature [36]. Thus, the simulations with the Martini3 model are also in qualitative agreement 294

with the dissolution of the condensates at higher temperatures in our simulations with the CALVADOS2 model and the 295

temperature dependence Uebel et. al., observed in vivo. 296

Further, we characterized the regions of MUT-16, which form many contacts and might stabilize the condensate. We 297

computed the average pairwise contacts between the residues in each chain per frame, represented in a 2-D(Fig. 4B). The 298

contact plot suggests that contacts are congregated in the FFR (773-944aa) of MUT-16(Fig. 4B). The observations align 299

with our CALVADOS2 simulations and the experimental results obtained by Uebel et. al., [27]. Our results further suggest 300

that a sub-region of MUT-16 (850-940aa) is particularly important for phase separation. Further, we computed the 1-D 301

contact map (Fig. 4D). The 1-D map indicates significant peaks associated with aromatic amino acids such as Tyr and Phe. 302

Additionally, supplementary peaks of positively charged amino acids like Arg and Lys are evident. We also investigated the 303

region-wise contact map to elucidate the competition between RBR and FFR in orchestrating the phase separation of 304

MUT-16. The contact map reveals that the FFR:FFR interactions are not signficantly more frequent than RBR:RBR 305

interactions(Fig. S2C,D). This observation made from Martini3 simulations is in contrast to the CALVADOS2 simulations 306

in which the RBR:RBR interactions are significantly weaker than FFR:FFR interaction (Fig. S2A,B). The 2-D contact map 307

indicates a more substantial interaction frequency between the N-terminal region (640-700aa) and the C-terminal region 308

(701-773aa) of MUT-16 RBR (Fig. 4B). These interactions are missing in the 2-D contact-map obtained from CALVADOS2 309

simulations (Fig. 3C). Furthermore, the comparison of the 1-D contact-map of Martini3 and CALVADOS2 simulations 310

indicates the higher contribution of MUT-16 RBR N-terminal region (640-700aa) in Martini3 simulations compared to 311

the CALVADOS2 (Fig. S4F). Since the sequence of MUT-16 RBR is populated with the positively charged amino acids 312
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Fig 3. Phase behavior of MUT-16 condensate in residue-level coarse-grained (CALVADOS2) simulations. A. Simulations
of 100 MUT-16 RBR+FFR chains at 275 K, 285 K, and 300 K. The color indicates the different chains. B. Phase diagram
of MUT-16 obtained by CALVADOS2 simulation at different temperatures. Black dots represent the concentration of
dilute and dense phases. The critical point is depicted by a red dot at T/Tc=1. Error bars are smaller than the marker
size. C. 2-D interchain contact-map obtained from the simulation of MUT-16 RBR+FFR chains at 275 K. D. Relative
probability P(r) of an amino acid to form a contact in the MUT-16 (RBR+FFR) protein sequence. Peaks shown in the
1-D plot are relative to aromatic amino acids like Tyr (black, solid) and Phe (black, dashed) and positively charged amino
acids like Arg (blue) and Lys (cyan).
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Fig 4. MUT-16 phase separation in explicit-solvent coarse-grained (Martini3) simulations. A. Time evolution of MUT-16
RBR+FFR phase separation. B. Inter-molecular contact probabilities in the condensed phase of MUT-16 RBR+FFR as a
function of the amino acid sequence. C. Intermolecular contact probability as a function of residue type normalized by the
relative abundance of amino acid. D. One-dimensional contact-map representing the peaks associated with the amino acid
with higher relative contact probabilities (P(r)). The peaks shown by Tyr (black), Phe (dashed), Arg (blue), and Lys
(cyan) are represented by the vertical lines.
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(Arg and Lys) in the N-terminal domain (640-700aa) and aromatic amino acid in the C-terminal domain (700-772aa), we 313

hypothesize that RBR:RBR interaction could be facilitated by cation-π or sp2-π interactions. We posit that cation-π or 314

sp2-π interactions are either overestimated in Martini3 model resulting in the difference in the RBR:RBR interactions 315

compared to CALVADOS2. Unlike in the CALVADAOS2 simulations, Lys 671, Lys 674, and Lys 678 have a similar relative 316

probability of forming contacts as Arg 657 and Arg 658 (Fig. S4F), which suggests that Lys is more sticky in Martini3 than 317

in CALVADAOS2. We also computed an amino acid-based contact map to shed light on the contributions of individual 318

amino acids to the phase separation process. Notably, Tyr, Phe, Arg, and His were found to play crucial roles in the 319

phase separation of MUT-16 (Fig. 4C). Interestingly, we observed that the strength of Phe:Phe interactions was greater 320

than Tyr:Tyr interactions despite the higher abundance of Tyr residues in Mut16 (RBR+FFR). Nonetheless, the relative 321

propensities for residues to engage in inter-chain interactions in the Martini3 simulations is similar to the propensities from 322

simulations with the CALVADOS2 model [40] (Fig. S4F). 323

Recruitment of MUT-8 N-terminal PLD by MUT-16 condensate 324

Our coarse-grained simulations revealed the molecular drivers of MUT-8 recruitment to the MUT-16 condensate (Fig. 5). 325

Experiments performed by Uebel et. al., [27] suggest that a particular region of MUT-16 (633-772aa, RBR) is responsible 326

for recruiting MUT-8. MUT-8 was not observed to localize to the phase separated MUT-16 condensate upon the deletion 327

of the RBR region [27]. However the localization of MUT-8 has not been determined upon deletions of MUT-16 C-terminal 328

in previous studies. Recent literature has elucidated the role of MUT-8 C-terminal domain in further recruitment of the 329

MUT-7 exoribonuclease [30], but the specific role of its N-terminal domain remains elusive [29]. Interestingly, we found 330

that the first 51aa of MUT-8 is predicted as a prion-like domain (PLD) (Fig. S1) [61]. PLDs are known to be enriched in 331

uncharged polar amino acids (Tyr, Asn, Gln) and Gly [62] and are present in proteins with propensity of phase separation 332

like FUS [63] and TDP-43 [64,65]. Aromatic amino acids of PLDs are known to drive phase separation and recruitment 333

to existing biomolecular condensate [8, 9, 66, 67]. The presence of a PLD in the MUT-8 N-terminal domain makes it a 334

promising candidate for interacting with the MUT-16 condensate. We employed residue-level CALVADOS2 (Fig. S5A) 335

model and chemically more detailed near-atomic resolution coarse-grained Martini3 (Fig. 4A) model to elucidate the 336

interaction network of MUT-16 RBR+FFR and MUT-8 N-terminal domain(Uniprot ID: Q58AA4). In simulations with 337

both models, the MUT-16 RBR+FFR condensate maintained its stability throughout its interaction with the MUT-8 338

N-terminal as we expected based on the simulations of the MUT-16 RBR+FFR without MUT-8 (Fig. 4A). By analyzing 339

both CALVADOS2 (Fig. S5C) and Martini3 (Fig. 5B) simulations, we extracted the contact probabilities of amino acids in 340

both MUT-16 and MUT-8, revealing critical region and residues crucial for MUT-8 recruitment. Comparing the contact 341

map obtained from CALVADOS2 and Martini3, we observed: (i) Recruitment of MUT-8 is majorly facilitated by the 342

MUT-16 FFR in CALVADOS2 simulations (Fig. S5A). (ii) In the case of Martini3 simulations, the recruitment is driven by 343

the MUT-16 RBR (Fig. S5B). Both simulations indicate that the recruitment of MUT-8 could be facilitated by both the 344

RBR and FFR of MUT-16 (Fig. 5B,S5D,E). Furthermore, we observed that the positively charged amino acids (Arg and 345

Lys) and the aromatic amino acids (Tyr and Phe) in MUT-16 RBR+FFR facilitate the recruitment of MUT-8 N-terminal 346

domain (Fig. S5D). The positively charged residues (Arg and Lys), segregated in a particular region of MUT-16 RBR 347

(640-700aa), display significant interactions with the MUT-8 N-terminal domain in Martini3 simulations. The aromatic 348

residues (Tyr and Phe) are majorly segregated in the C-terminal of MUT-16 FFR (850-944aa). The observations indicate 349

that the MUT-16 RBR recruits MUT-8 majorly through cation-π or sp2-π interactions between positively charged amino 350

acids (Arg and Lys) of MUT-16 RBR and Tyr residues of the MUT-8 N-terminal. Conversely, MUT-16 FFR recruits 351

the MUT-8 N-terminal domain primarily through the π-π interaction between aromatic residues (Tyr and Phe) of the 352

MUT-16 FFR and Tyr of the MUT-8 N-terminal domain. The comparison of the 1-D contact map of CALVADOS2 and 353

Martini3 (Fig. S5D) revealed that in MUT-16 RBR, the contact probability of the positively charged region is lower in the 354

CALVADOS2 simulation compared to the Martini3 simulation. These observations indicate that the interactions of residues, 355

which can engage in cation-π interactions, are stronger and possibly overestimated in the Martini3 model compared to the 356

CALVADOS2 model. The Martini3 model is expected to better capture the influence of specific non-covalent interactions on 357

protein-protein interactions since it can capture, e.g., side-chain interactions, as opposed to CALVADOS2, which captures 358

interactions between disordered sequences based on their chemical compatibility. We note, however, that residue-level 359

models have been validated much more extensively [38] and have been shown to capture sequence determinants of protein 360

phase behavior. 361

Since experiments by Uebel et al., [27] suggest a loss of MUT-8 recruitment upon deletion of the MUT-16 RBR, we 362

investigated to establish the recruitment mechanism of MUT-8 by the MUT-16 RBR. Since we observed that the MUT-16 363

RBR does not phase separate in CALVADOS2 simulations (Fig. 2A), we only conducted Martini3 simulations at λ = 1. 364

At λ = 1, protein-protein interactions are overestimated [46], enabling us to simulate the interactions of phase separated 365

MUT-16 RBR with the MUT-8 N-terminal region (1-51aa). We note that this scaling can be understood as a change in 366

conditions such as the solvent conditions and can be considered akin to performing a phase separation experiment with 367

crowding agents or at a lower temperature [36]. To accelerate the sampling of the interactions, we also reduced the box size 368

and are simulating the condensate in so-called slab geometry (15×15×60nm), where the condensate can also more easily 369
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Fig 5. Recruitment of MUT-8 N-terminal PLD driven by phase separated MUT-16. A) Initial, intermediate, and final
snapshots of a 20µs near-atomic coarse-grained (Martini3) simulation trajectory of the interaction between MUT-8
N-terminal PLD (orange) and MUT-16 RBR+FFR (grey) phase separated condensate. B) Intermolecular contact
probabilities of interaction between amino acids of MUT-8 N-terminal and MUT-16 RBR+FFR shown in 2-D contact map.
1-D relative contact probability (P(r)) of the MUT-16 (grey) and MUT-8 (orange) amino acids is plotted to indicate the
higher peaks by positively charged (Arg (blue), Lys (cyan)) and aromatic (Tyr (black), Phe (dashed)). C) Intermediate
snapshot of the slab simulation of MUT-8 N-terminal (orange) recruitment by phase separated MUT-16 RBR (grey). D)
Contact-map of the interaction between MUT-8 N-terminal and MUT-16 (RBR), Amino acids Arg (blue), Lys (cyan), Tyr
(black), and Phe (dashed) are represented by vertical lines. 385

386

equilibrate across two interfaces [68]. We observed phase separation of the MUT-16 RBR and subsequent recruitment of 370

the MUT-8 N-terminal domain (Fig. 5C). To compare the observations from our previous simulations of MUT-8 N-terminal 371

domain and MUT-16 (RBR+FFR, Fig. 5A,B), we calculated contact probabilities (Fig. 5D). Interestingly, our contact 372

plot indicated an essential role of the very N-terminal residues of MUT-8 (1-15aa) and MUT-16 RBR (640-700aa) in the 373

recruitment mechanism. Subsequently, we calculated the one-dimensional contact map (Fig. 5D). This further validated the 374

Tyr residues’ significant role in the MUT-8 N-terminal domain recruitment process. Additionally, the 1-D contact map of 375

MUT-16 RBR further emphasizes the critical involvement of positively charged amino acids like Arg and Lys. Interestingly, 376

the positively charged amino acids are only present in the initial residues of MUT-16 RBR (640-700aa), thereby allowing 377

this region to recruit MUT-8 N-terminal domain efficiently. Our simulations indicate the potential involvement of cation-π 378

or sp2-π interaction between positively charged Arg and Lys of MUT-16 and aromatic Tyr of MUT-8 N-terminal domain 379

in the recruitment process of MUT-8 to the Mutator foci. We calculated the cation-π between ARG/LYS of MUT-16 RBR 380

and TYR of MUT-8 N-terminal domain [35] and observed that Arg exhibits more robust cation-π interactions with Tyr 381

compared to Lys residues (Fig. S6). However, it is important to highlight that Martini3 simulations may not posses the 382

requisite fidelity to capture the necessary chemical details needed to characterize the intricate balance of non-covalent 383

interactions, including cation-π, sp2-π and, e.g., hydrogen bonding interactions between Tyr and Arg/Lys and other 384

competing interactions accurately enough. 387

Atomistic Simulation reveals the role of cation-π, sp2-π, and hydrogen bond in recruitment 388

of MUT-8 N-terminal PLD 389

To resolve, with atomistic detail, how Arg and Lys residues underpin the interaction of the MUT-8 N-terminal domain 390

with MUT-16 RBR, we conducted atomistic molecular dynamics simulations in explicit solvent with the MUT-16 RBR 391

condensates bound to MUT-8 N-terminal fragments. The atomistic simulations cannot capture the entire association 392

process of MUT-8 peptides to MUT-16 as the process is far too slow to be sampled in computationally expensive all-atom 393

simulations. However, they can capture molecular interactions more accurately and can thus elucidate the molecular 394

drivers [33,35] of peptide interaction with phase separated condensate. The atomistic simulations (Fig. 6A) were started by 395

backmapping the final frame of a 20µs Martini3 coarse-grained slab simulation [50]. This backmapping allowed us to convert 396

the coarse-grained representation of our system to an atomistically detailed system consisting of roughly 900,000 atoms. 397

We ran one 1 µs trajectory in in-house supercomputer MOGON-II. Subsequently, we extracted 100 equidistant frames from 398

this 1 µs trajectory and launched 100 simulations each, utilizing these frames as initial structure in Folding@home [41], for 399

a total simulation duration of 350 µs. We observed that the contact map obtained from the 1 µs long in-house atomistic 400

simulations is roughly analogous to the contact map of explicit solvent coarse-grained (Martini3) simulations (Fig. S7). 401

Notably, the interaction frequency between the MUT-8 N-terminal domain and the MUT-16 RBR increases in the atomistic 402

simulations compared to Martini3 simulations (Fig. S7). Specifically, we have identified an elevated interaction frequency 403

within the region spanning amino acid residues 640 to 680 and 730 to 772, predominantly facilitated by Arg, Lys, Gln, and 404

His amino acids (Fig. S7). This aligns with the expectation that condensates do not change much on the timescale of 1 µs 405

and that most contacts from the Martini3 simulation will be maintained on this timescale. Notably, Lys687 makes fewer 406

contacts in the atomistic contact map than the Martini3 contact map (Fig. S7). Overall, the atomistic contact map is 407

consistent with the essential role of Tyr residues within the MUT-8 N-terminal domain and Arg/Lys residues within the 408

MUT-16 RBR for MUT-8 recruitment. 409

With the atomistic simulations we assessed the relative importance of cation-π or sp2-π interactions in Arg-Tyr and 410

Lys-Tyr interactions (Fig. 6B). We tracked the dynamics of cation-π and sp2-π interactions between MUT-8 and MUT-16 411

throughout the 1 µs in-house trajectory and 350 µs simulations on Folding@Home. We calculated the abundance of cation-π 412

interactions between Arg/Lys and Tyr [35] (see Methods). Interestingly, Arg (MUT-16) contributes to more abundant 413

cation-π interactions with Tyr (MUT-8) compared to Lys(MUT-16) (Fig. 6B). We also validated that the Arg significantly 414

form sp2-π interactions (Fig. 6B). Further, To identify if the ARG/LYS and TYR forms transient or persistent interactions, 415

we calculated the distance between the guanidinium group of Arg (or the ammonium group of Lys) and the center-of-mass 416
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Fig 6. A) Atomistic simulation of 100 chains of MUT-16 RBR (grey) and MUT-8 N-terminal (orange). B) Comparison of
the percentage of cation-π, sp2-π and H-bond interactions made by Arg/Lys (MUT-16 RBR) and Tyr (MUT-8 N-terminal).
The percentage of H-bonds was calculated given the pair was already forming the cation-π interaction. Multiple data
points were calculated from the 100 atomistic runs obtained from Folding@home (colored, translucent) and initial 1µs
trajectory (black, opaque). C) Time evolution of the distance between the aromatic ring of Tyr and guanidinium group of
Arg for selected pairs of residues. D) The pictorial representation of one of the residue pairs whose time evolution (blue) is
plotted in C. E) Time evolution of the distance between the aromatic ring of Tyr and the amino group of Lys for selected
amino acid pairs. F) The pictorial representation of one of the residue pairs whose time evolution (blue) is plotted in E.
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of the benzene ring in Tyr for several pairs (Fig. 6C,E). Fig. 6C indicates the presence of persistent (blue line) and 417

transient (red line, purple line) pairs of Arg and Tyr. The persistent pair depicted by the blue line in Fig. 6C and visually 418

represented in Fig. 6D establishes contact within 150 ns and maintains it throughout the remaining trajectory. Visualization 419

of simulations illustrated that the guanidinium group of Arg may exhibit the ability to form the cation-π and/or sp2-π 420

interaction with the aromatic ring due to the presence of sp2 hybridized positively charged nitrogens and planar geometry. 421

Arg can also form a hydrogen bond with the backbone carbonyl of Tyr (Fig. 6D). Furthermore, we also observed the 422

coexistence of cation-π, sp2-π and hydrogen bond in Arg and Tyr pairs (Fig. S8) suggesting the tridentate interactions. Lys 423

and Tyr pairs appeared less stable in the atomistic simulations (Fig. 6E). The Lys and Tyr pair indicated by the blue line 424

in Fig. 6E and pictorially shown in Fig. 6F initially remained in contact for approximately 250 ns but eventually dissociates 425

for the remainder of the trajectory. The percentage of hydrogen bond between Arg side-chain and Tyr backbone, given 426

that the pair is already forming cation-π interactions, is higher in coparison to Lys and Tyr pair (Fig. 6B). The tridentate 427

interaction of Arg and Tyr could be attributed to the distinct chemistry of the guanidinium group. This trivalency of Arg, 428

notably absent in Lys, could allow it to form more robust interactions with Tyr compared to Lys. This finding is in line 429

with previous quantum chemical calculations [14, 69, 70] as well as by a recent study involving an artificial IDP [56], where 430

interactions involving hydrogen bonds with the backbone were also resolved. 431

Pull-down experiments validate the importance of Arg residues in RBR of MUT-16 for 432

MUT-8 recuitment 433
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Fig 7. Contribution of Arg residues of MUT-16 RBR in MUT-8 recruitment. Analysis of the interaction between an
MBP-tagged MUT-8 N-terminal fragment (1-235) and a GST-tagged MUT-16 fragment (584-724) by pulldown assays.
Three different MUT-16 constructs are tested: WT, a construct where seven Arg residues (642, 657, 658, 682, 689, 698,
699) were mutated to Lys (R>K), and a construct where the identical seven Arg residues were mutated to Ala (R>A).
MUT-16 constructs were co-expressed with MUT-8 in E. coli. Both MBP and GST pulldowns were performed.
SDS-PAGE, followed by Coomassie staining analyzed the total Lysate, supernatant, and elution.

We performed co-expression pulldown experiments to investigate the importance of the Arg/Tyr interaction for the 434

binding between MUT-16 and MUT-8, as predicted by the simulation approaches. When seven MUT-16 Arg (642, 657, 435

658, 682, 689, 698, 699) were mutated to Lysines (R>K), binding between MUT-16 and MUT-8 was reduced compared to 436

pull-downs with wt MUT-16. Mutating these seven Arg to Ala (R>A), weakend the interaction between MUT-16 and 437

MUT-8 further (Fig. 7). The same trend is seen whether a MBP-tagged MUT-8 N-terminal fragment or a GST-tagged 438

Mut-16 fragment was used for the pulldown. The experiments indicate the essential role of Arg residues of the MUT-16 439

RBR in the recruitment of MUT-8, as highlighted by the simulations. 440

Conclusions 441

We elucidated how MUT-16 phase separates to form Mutator foci and recruits MUT-8 N-terminal PLD. MUT-16 is the 442

scaffolding protein of Mutator foci in C. elegans germ cells, which facilitates the RNA silencing. Our simulations and in 443

vitro experiments demonstrate that MUT-16 FFR, enriched in aromatic residues, is essential for MUT-16 phase separation. 444

Further, the simulations also validated the temperature dependence of MUT-16 phase separation, previously observed in 445

vivo. 446

MUT-16 is known to recruit many different cognate binding partners to Mutator foci, including MUT-8 which further 447

recruits the exoribonuclease MUT-7. Previous studies have shown that the N-terminus of MUT-8 interact with MUT-16 [29], 448
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while its C-terminus recruits MUT-7 [30]. However, the molecular mechanism by which MUT-16 specifically recruits the 449

N-terminus of MUT-8 remains elusive. Interestingly, MUT-8 N-terminus features an IDR (1-51 aa), which is predicted to be 450

a prion-like domain enriched in residues that are frequently associated with protein phase separation. Our coarse-grained 451

and atomistic simulations suggest that Tyr residues within MUT-8 N-terminal domain predominantly interact with Arg 452

and, to a lesser extent, Lys residues in MUT-16 RBR. Further, the atomistic simulations on the µs time-scale emphasize the 453

role of cation-π and sp2-π interactions in the interaction of MUT-16 RBR with MUT-8 N-terminal domain. In particular, 454

the atomistic simulations emphasize the relative stability of Arg-Tyr interactions over Lys-Tyr interactions, attributed in 455

part to the ability of Arg, unlike Lys, to additionally stabilize the cation-π or sp2-π interactions by hydrogen bonding with 456

the backbone of Tyr. The in vitro experiments involving mutations of seven Arg in MUT-16 RBR to Lys/Ala demonstrate 457

the reduction in MUT-8 recruitment, indicating the pivotal role of Arg residues within MUT-16 RBR in the recruitment of 458

MUT-8 N-terminal domain. 459

For our study we used a multi-scale approach by combining and comparing the coarse-grained simulations with different 460

resolutions (residue-level CALVADOS2 and near-atomic Martini3) and atomistic simulations. Notably, the comparison 461

establishes that the CALVADOS2 simulations effectively capture the relative phase separation propensities of disordered 462

regions. This is demonstated by the observation that MUT-16 RBR does not phase separate spontaneously, whereas 463

MUT-16 RBR+FFR does, aligning with findings from in vitro phase separation assays. However, the chemically more 464

detailed Martini3 simulations does demonstrate the phase separation propensity of both RBR and RBR+FFR. Martini3 465

simulations are known to overemphasize the protein-protein interactions and a rebalancing of protein-protein [36,60] and 466

protein-water [46, 59] interactions may be required to study the phase behaviour of disordered proteins [46]. Nevertheless, 467

the chemically detailed representation offered by Martini3 simulations allows us to elucidate the molecular drivers of 468

phase separation, including specific involvement of amino acids. Despite this advantage, Martini3 simulations remain 469

limited in their representation of amino acid side chains compared to the atomistic models. Nonetheless, utilizing Martini3 470

simulations for back-mapping to atomistic resolution facilitates the investigation of the atomic-level interactions between 471

MUT-16 RBR and MUT-8 N-terminal domain. 472

This ability to go back and forth between resolutions will increasingly become important to tackle increasingly large 473

and complex systems with substantial chemical detail and sufficiently accurate description of molecular interactions [56]. In 474

the context of the Mutator focus, the same ”molecular grammar” and non-covalent interactions like cation-π and sp2-π that 475

regulates the dynamic interactions of disordered proteins appears to govern phase separation of MUT-16 and recruitment 476

of the client MUT-8. 477
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